The social facilitation of eating: Why does the mere presence of others cause an increase in energy intake?
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Abstract

There is strong evidence that people eat more when eating with friends and family, relative to when eating alone. This is known as the ‘social facilitation of eating’. In this review, we discuss several gaps in the current scientific understanding of this phenomenon, and in doing so, highlight important areas for future research. In particular, we discuss the need for research to establish the longer-term consequences of social eating on energy balance and weight gain, and to examine whether people are aware of social facilitation effects on their own food intake. We also suggest that future research should aim to establish individual and contextual factors that moderate the social facilitation of eating (e.g. sex/gender), and it should clarify how eating socially causes people to eat more. Finally, we propose a novel evolutionary framework in which we suggest that the social facilitation of eating reflects a behavioural strategy that optimises the evolutionary fitness of individuals who share a common food resource.
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Our food choices are strongly influenced by social factors. Research has highlighted the robust tendency for people to adjust their food intake to align with perceived eating norms, and to convey positive impressions of themselves to other people [1,2]. One particularly powerful effect is the tendency for people to eat more when eating with friends and family, relative to when eating alone. Known as the ‘social facilitation of eating’, the augmentation of food intake in the presence of co-eaters has also been observed in nonhuman animals including chickens, pigs, fish, rats, and primates [3–6]. Yet despite its pervasiveness, little is known about when and why the presence of other people facilitates intake. The current paper is not intended to be an exhaustive review of the literature on the social facilitation of intake (for recent reviews see [7,8]). Rather, we first provide an overview of the existing evidence for the social facilitation of eating and then identify important areas for future research. We also put forward a novel framework in which we argue that the social facilitation of eating evolved as a behavioural strategy which ensures that individuals procure maximum personal resources while sharing food with other group members. The review will be relevant to social psychologists with an interest in the social determinants of food intake from a theoretical perspective, and to health psychologists and clinicians who are seeking to develop healthy eating strategies.

1. An overview of the evidence for the social facilitation of eating

Some of the earliest evidence for the social facilitation of eating in humans was derived from a series of food-diary studies conducted by John de Castro [9,10]. In these studies, participants recorded everything that they ate and who they ate with, for seven consecutive days. Subsequent analyses of food-diary entries showed that participants ate significantly larger meals when they ate with other people, relative to when they ate alone. Notably, evidence for the social facilitation of eating was obtained across all types of meal (breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks), for meals consumed during weekdays and weekends, and for meals eaten with and without alcohol [11,12]. These findings are important because they suggest that the social facilitation of eating is not simply an artefact caused by a tendency to eat larger meals at particular social occasions (e.g., family gatherings and/or weekend celebratory events). Food-diary studies also demonstrated a non-linear ‘social correlation’, in which meal size was positively associated with the number of people present at a meal [13], though this has not been consistently demonstrated throughout the wider literature (see [8]).
Other research examining food intake within real-world settings has provided further support for the social facilitation of eating. One recent study used an Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) method in which participants recorded the presence of social cues (i.e. other people eating) every time they ate a snack and at randomly timed prompts throughout the day [14]. Schuz et al. [14] found that snack intake was significantly predicted by the presence of other people eating. Support for social facilitation effects on eating has also been obtained using researcher-observational methods, in which subjects were covertly observed eating in cafeterias and restaurants, when alone or with other people. Findings from these studies corroborate evidence from self-report research; subjects eating socially ate more, or purchased higher calorie meals, than those eating alone [15,16]. Taken together, findings from self-report and researcher-observational studies provide strong support for the tendency for people to eat more at social meals, relative to lone meals, consumed within real-world settings.

Findings from experimental research, in which the presence or absence of other people was deliberately manipulated, provide evidence for the causal effect of social eating on food intake. Using a pseudo-experimental approach, Redd and de Castro [17] instructed participants to consume all of their meals ‘alone’, ‘with other people’ or ‘as they normally would’ across five consecutive days. Participants recorded everything that they ate during each 5-day phase. Analyses of food diaries showed that participants ate more when they were instructed to eat with other people, relative to when they were instructed to eat alone. Evidence for the social facilitation of eating has also been obtained from experimental research in which food intake was assessed when participants ate alone and with friends within laboratory settings (e.g. [18]). These findings build upon evidence from real-world studies by suggesting that, relative to eating alone, eating socially causes people to eat larger amounts. In a recent meta-analytic review, we found that eating with friends and family has a large effect on food intake, and the size of this effect is greater than the effect of portion-size (i.e. the tendency for people to eat more when provided with larger, relative to smaller, portions) [8].

2. Addressing gaps in knowledge
Findings from both experimental and nonexperimental research provide strong evidence that eating with familiar others causes people to eat more than they would alone. However, social facilitation of eating remains a poorly understood phenomenon. In this section, we highlight
several gaps in the literature and discuss areas for future research. Specifically, we address
the following questions: 1) What are the longer-term consequences of social eating on food
intake and weight gain? 2) Are people aware of social facilitation effects on their own food
intake? 3) Do people eat more when eating socially, or less when eating alone? 4) To what
extent is social facilitation of eating moderated by individual characteristics and contextual
factors (e.g., sex/gender, weight status)? 5) What mechanisms underlie the social facilitation
of eating? 6) Does social facilitation of eating serve an ultimate evolutionary purpose?

2.1. What are the longer-term consequences of social eating for intake and weight gain?

There is currently a lack of research examining how the presence of other people
affects food intake and weight gain over the longer-term. Previous studies have focused on
establishing social facilitation effects on eating during a single meal, and so it remains
unclear whether such effects persist across multiple meal occasions. Evidence from the wider
eating behaviour literature suggests that people are generally poor at compensating for
changes in calorie intake [19]. For example, participants who were deprived of breakfast did
dnot compensate for this energy deficit by consuming additional calories at lunch [20].
Conversely, participants who were provided with 133% more calories than their usual intake
across two weeks, did not eat less than usual across subsequent weeks [21]. In a review of
199 similar studies, Levitsky et al. [19] found that imposed caloric deficits or surfeits were
never fully compensated for during subsequent meals. This failure to show complete
compensation also extends to any case where meal size is increased. For example, large
portions encourage the consumption of larger meals, and when this happens subsequent food
intake is largely unaffected [22,23].

Drawing upon evidence that people do not fully compensate for additional intake, a
likely outcome is that eating socially leads to a chronic increase in calorie intake, and thereby
promotes weight gain. Future research should address the following questions: 1) Do social
facilitation effects on eating persist across multiple meal occasions? 2) Do people
compensate for additional calories consumed during social meals by eating less at later meal
occasions? 3) To what extent does eating socially contribute to weight gain over time?
Establishing the longer-term effects of social eating on calorie intake and weight is especially
important given that the majority of people eat with other people at least a few times a week
[24]. Research examining the longer-term effects of social eating on calorie intake has
important implications for dietary interventions. Notably, because eating socially likely confers advantages to people’s overall wellbeing and feelings of social cohesion [25], avoiding social meals altogether is perhaps not advisable. However, in order to offset the effect of social eating on overall calorie intake, one strategy may be to encourage people to deliberately eat smaller meals either before or after a social meal.

2.2. Are people aware of social facilitation effects on intake?

The extent to which people are aware of social facilitation effects on eating remains unclear. Several studies indicate that people underestimate the extent to which their food intake is influenced by the intake of others [26]. Instead, they tend to attribute their food intake to internal factors, such as hunger or ‘liking’ for the food, even though these factors correlate weakly with actual food intake [26]. However, rather than reflecting a genuine lack of awareness, findings from subsequent research suggest that people may be reluctant to admit that their own food intake is influenced by social factors. Evidence for the ‘motivated denial’ of social influences on intake was demonstrated across two studies in which participants watched a video of someone else (study 1) or themselves (study 2) eating with another person [27]. Participants successfully recognised the role of social influences (i.e. mimicking) when they watched someone else eat (study 1), but not when they watched themselves eat (study 2).

The question of whether or not people are aware of, and acknowledge, social facilitation effects has several important implications. For example, if people fail to acknowledge the role of social influences on food intake, they may be unlikely to implement strategies aimed at minimising social facilitation effects on food intake. Furthermore, underestimating the role of social influences on food intake may lead people to more frequently expose themselves to situations in which they are likely to eat more than they intend. If social eating contributes to overeating over the longer-term, then a further concern is that misattributing overeating and weight gain to internal factors (such as a lack of self-control), rather than to external/social factors, may cause people to experience self-blame for overeating and increase internalised weight stigma amongst people with overweight. This is especially problematic given the abundance of research which has demonstrated associations between internalised weight stigma and disordered patterns of eating (e.g. [28]). Future research should therefore examine a) the extent to which people are aware of social
facilitation effects on their own food intake, and b) whether raising awareness of the social facilitation of eating can help to mitigate feelings of self-blame for overeating.

2.3. Do people eat more when eating socially, or less when eating alone?

Across the social facilitation literature, eating alone is assumed as the baseline to be compared with eating socially. However, one can also make the reverse comparison and conclude that, relative to eating socially, people tend to limit their food intake when eating alone. Notably, surveys conducted within American and European populations show that meals tend to be regarded as social occasions, and that the majority of people rarely eat alone [29–31]. Meals eaten alone are perceived as functional, rather than enjoyable, and people report eating faster and choosing more convenient, less tasty food when alone [32]. Furthermore, eating alone can be viewed negatively, and some people avoid eating alone in public places (e.g. restaurants) due to concerns about being judged unfavourably by others [32]. Taken together, these findings support the possibility that eating alone is an impoverished experience associated with reduced food intake. Indeed, it has been argued that social facilitation effects on eating may be best conceptualised as ‘solitary inhibition effects’ [31]. However, this alternative perspective is challenged by evidence that people eat more as a function of group size, even when lone eaters are not included within the correlation (i.e. the ‘social correlation’, [9,13]). In other words, social facilitation of eating is observed even when the comparison is between two people eating together versus three or four people eating together, and so it is not simply the case that people in groups eat more than solo eaters: bigger groups eat more than smaller groups. Nonetheless, the extent to which group size influences food intake remains unclear, and several studies have failed to uncover any evidence for the social correlation (e.g. [33–35]). Future research should therefore aim to clarify the extent to which food intake is truly ‘facilitated’ during social meals.

2.4. Is social facilitation of eating moderated by individual characteristics and contextual factors?

In a recent meta-analysis, we found an overall significant social facilitation effect on food intake [8]. Notably, however, several studies have failed to demonstrate social facilitation of eating [33,36–39]. It may therefore be the case that social facilitation effects on eating are attenuated within certain contexts. In this section, we consider the individual and/or contextual factors that may moderate social facilitation effects on intake, such as the
degree to which co-eaters are familiar with each other, individuals’ weight status and gender, dietary restraint, and the type of food available.

**Co-eater familiarity**

In our meta-analysis of evidence derived from experimental research, we found that the social facilitation of eating is strongly moderated by familiarity between co-eaters [8]. Specifically, evidence for social facilitation was demonstrated across studies which had examined food intake when participants ate with friends, but not across studies which had examined food intake when participants ate with strangers or acquaintances. Co-eater familiarity may account for the lack of social facilitation effects observed in some research. Indeed, of the experimental studies that failed to demonstrate social facilitation of eating, none had examined food intake when participants ate with familiar co-eaters [36–39]. This is important because, in the real world, the vast majority of social meals are eaten with friends and family [40]. One explanation for the lack of evidence for social facilitation of eating amongst strangers is that, when people dine with unfamiliar others, food intake is inhibited by ‘impression management concerns’; because people are motivated to promote positive impressions to unfamiliar people [41], when they dine with them they tend to select smaller-than-normal portions. Consistent with this reasoning, people who choose smaller meals are perceived as healthier and more physically attractive [42]. Future research should test the possibility that social facilitation of eating is attenuated when people eat with strangers due to heightened impression management concerns. Furthermore, from a methodological perspective, the moderating effect of co-eater familiarity highlights the need for research into social influences on eating to account for whether co-eaters know each other. Specifically, to gain a greater understanding of the factors that further moderate or mediate social facilitation effects on eating, it will be important for research to examine food intake amongst groups of friends and family.

**Dietary restraint**

Several studies have examined whether social facilitation of eating is moderated by dietary restraint (i.e. the tendency to purposefully limit one’s food intake). It is thought that people with higher levels of dietary restraint are more susceptible to overeating in situations in which top-down cognitive controls over food intake are disrupted. Indeed, one study found that the augmentation of food intake while engaging in a distracting activity (i.e. listening to a
story) correlated positively with dietary restraint [43]. Eating socially may similarly disrupt cognitive controls over food intake, and so it is reasonable to predict that people with higher levels of dietary restraint might be more susceptible to social facilitation effects on food intake. However, contrary to this prediction, several studies have found no evidence that social facilitation of eating is moderated by dietary restraint [34,36,44]. However, Vartanian and colleagues [45] found that restrained eaters were more responsive than were unrestrained eaters when exposed to a high intake social norm: when eating with a confederate who ate a large amount, restrained eaters were more likely to model this high intake norm than were unrestrained eaters. Further research is required to clarify these findings and establish why, unlike other external influences on food intake, social facilitation of eating appears to be unaffected by dietary restraint.

**Sex/Gender and weight status**

There is tentative evidence that the social facilitation of eating is moderated by individual characteristics such as sex/gender and weight status. For example, self-report and researcher-observational studies indicate that social facilitation of eating is stronger in men than in women [16,46] and it may depend upon the gender composition of the group. In a researcher-observational study, Young et al. [35] found that females eating in same-sex groups ate more than those eating alone, but females eating in mixed-sex groups ate less than those eating alone. In addition, weight status may play a role; several studies report that people with overweight eat less when they eat socially [15,47–49], and this effect might be further moderated by the weight status of co-eaters. Notably, one study found that preadolescent girls with overweight ate less when eating with a non-overweight peer, relative to when eating with a peer who has overweight [50]. However, there has been no systematic study of the moderating effects of weight status and gender on social facilitation of eating amongst groups of friends, and so this remains an important area of research.

Research is also needed to establish why individual characteristics moderate social facilitation effects on eating. As with co-eater familiarity (discussed previously), it is likely that impression management concerns play a role in moderating social facilitation of eating amongst certain individuals. For example, research shows that people tend to associate eating smaller portions with ‘feminine’ characteristics [51], and so women might be less likely to demonstrate social facilitation of eating if they are motivated to present a feminine image to
others. Similarly, people with overweight may choose smaller portions to elicit favourable judgements from other people. This suggestion is supported by evidence that people have more favourable impressions of individuals with overweight who choose smaller, relative to larger, meals [52]. Building upon these findings, future research should explore whether any moderating effect of gender and weight status on social facilitation of eating can be explained by individuals’ motivations to portray positive impressions of themselves to others. In particular, the following predictions might be explored: 1) Social facilitation of eating will be attenuated amongst females when eating with male friends, relative to when eating with female friends, 2) Social facilitation of eating will be weaker amongst people with overweight when eating with non-overweight friends, relative to when eating with friends who have overweight.

**Food type**

It remains unclear whether eating socially facilitates intake of all foods. Some studies show specific effects on intake of foods that are high-fat and sweet [18] and high fat and high protein [9,17,53], while others find an effect of the presence of other people on the intake of all macronutrients [54]. It is also unclear whether the effects of the presence of others are moderated by palatability. Apart from extending our general understanding, research of this kind has the potential to inform the development of healthy eating strategies. For example, providing healthier foods (e.g. fruits and vegetables) during social meals may be an effective strategy for helping people to improve the quality of their diets. In support of this idea, a recent study found that participants who were presented with pictures of people sharing healthy food, rated the food as more appealing relative to those who were shown pictures of people eating healthy food alone [55].

## 3. What are the mechanisms underlying the social facilitation of eating?

### Time extension hypothesis

The mechanisms by which the presence of other people facilitates food intake are yet to be established. One idea, favoured by John de Castro [56], is that people eat more during social meals because social meals last longer than do meals eaten alone. Consistent with this ‘time extension hypothesis,’ positive associations have been observed between group size, food intake, and meal duration [40,57].

Notwithstanding these findings, other work has shown that a longer meal duration is neither necessary nor sufficient for social facilitation to occur [18,58]. Furthermore, the precise mechanisms by which longer meal duration facilitates food intake remain unclear.
Notably, longer meals do not necessarily imply that people spend more time eating; a plausible unsophisticated interpretation is that conversation tends to extend the period during which people interact with each other, which increases their interaction with food and the opportunity to eat.

Mood and appetite processes

A further possibility is that meals eaten socially are more enjoyable, and for this reason, they are consumed in larger portions. In support of this idea, positive mood states are more likely to be reported during a social eating occasion [56], and when meals co-occur with a positive mood state then they tend to be larger [53]. There is also evidence that food tastes better when eaten socially. In one study, chocolate was rated as more palatable when it was consumed with another person [59]. Future research should examine whether social facilitation of eating is mediated by effects of eating socially on people’s mood and/or perceived liking for food. Notably, one self-report study found that positive mood ratings did not predict additional variation in food intake after controlling for group size [56][60]. However, experimental research is needed in order to clarify any causal associations (or lack thereof) between the presence of other people, meal enjoyment, and food intake, under controlled settings.

A related explanation is that eating socially impacts hunger and fullness directly. This remains to be tested, however evidence from one study suggests that food eaten socially may be less satiating than food eaten alone. Specifically, McAlpine et al. [61] found that eating socially causes a similar reduction in hunger to eating alone, even though social eating promotes a larger meal. Therefore, a promising avenue for future research might be to examine whether social eating delays the onset of satiation or otherwise impacts subsequent satiety after consuming a fixed meal.

Finally, eating socially may also affect appetite processes via distraction. Indeed, there is robust evidence that eating while engaging in a distracting activity (e.g. watching TV) attenuates feelings of fullness and sensory specific satiety, and causes people to eat more, relative to when eating without distraction (e.g. [62,63]). These findings indicate that engaging in distracting activities can increase food intake even when eating alone, however the extent to which distraction fully accounts for social facilitation effects on food intake
remains unclear. Findings from one experimental study yield partial support for the role of
distraction in the social facilitation of eating. Specifically, Hetherington et al. [18] found that
participants spent more time looking away from a meal, and consumed more food, when
eating with a friend relative to when eating alone. However, participants also spent longer
looking away from a meal when they ate with a stranger, and yet eating with a stranger did
not facilitate food intake. On this basis, Hetherington et al. [18], concluded that the social
facilitation of eating is not governed solely by cognitive distraction. Furthermore, in a recent
study, we found that participants served themselves larger quantities of food before a social
meal, relative to before a lone meal [64]. These findings suggest that people decide to eat
more prior to a social meal, and so distraction may not be necessary to facilitate food intake
during social meals.

Social norms

There is robust evidence that social norms have a strong influence on people’s
decisions about what and how much to eat [65]. It is therefore possible that social facilitation
of eating is driven by culturally agreed norms to eat more when eating with other people. In
support of this idea, Cavazza et al. [66] found that social facilitation effects on food choice
were only observed in participants who scored high on a trait measure of self-monitoring (i.e.
greater sensitivity to social cues and motivation to act appropriately). Drawing upon these
findings, Cavazza et al. [65] suggested that participants ordered more food per capita as a
function of group size in order to adhere to a shared social script to eat more than usual. The
idea that social norms play a pivotal role in social facilitation of eating is further supported by
findings from a study that used EMA methods to assess how the presence of other people
influences snack consumption [14]. Findings from this study showed that the presence of
other people eating significantly predicted snack consumption, and that this was mediated by
the extent to which participants perceived eating to be ‘appropriate’ and ‘encouraged’.

While social norms appear to play an important role in social facilitation of eating, it
is unclear why people should necessarily be influenced to eat more rather than less during
social meals. One possibility is that people overestimate how much other people eat during
social meals, and so they increase their intake to match the perceived intake of others [7].
Alternatively, social facilitation of eating may be driven by a tendency for individuals to eat
as much as the person in the group who is eating the most. It is thought that people are
motivated to maximise their intake of palatable food [67], and so one way to do this could be
to eat as much as the largest eater. Another possibility is that people may be especially likely
to conform to group norms to ‘eat more’ in an attempt to make others in the group feel
comfortable with their own food intake. Evidence for ‘altruistic indulgence’ has been
obtained across two studies which showed that subjects were more likely to make unhealthy
food choices if their eating companion had made an unhealthy choice, relative to when their
companion had made a healthy choice [68]. Furthermore, the tendency to make unhealthy
food choices was mediated by participants’ self-reported motivation to make their companion
feel positive about their own food choices. More research is needed in order to establish why
people conform to norms to ‘eat more’ during social meals, and whether adherence to social
eating norms mediates social facilitation effects on food intake. Other fundamental questions
relate to the origin or reason why social eating norms have arisen in the first place. In the next
section we consider whether the effects of social norms and social eating can be explained by
an evolutionary pressure to develop strategies that ensured maximum food intake in
communities in which food sharing occurred routinely.

4. What is the ultimate purpose of social facilitation of eating?

To understand social facilitation of eating from an evolutionary perspective, it is
useful to distinguish ultimate and proximate explanations of behaviour [69]. Ultimate
explanations relate to why a behaviour benefits fitness, whereas proximate explanations relate
to how that benefit is realised (proximate needs serve ultimate objectives). For example, the
ultimate explanation for infant crying is that a mechanism is required for alerting the
possibility of abandonment to others (abandonment increases the risk of predation, starvation,
and so on). By contrast, the proximate explanation is that infants feel distress, and this then
causes them to cry. Thus far we have only considered proximate explanations (e.g., a positive
mood influences appetite). However, the fact that social facilitation of eating is observed
across so many species [3–6] strongly suggests that it occurs for a reason. We propose that
the ultimate explanation lies in a need to ensure that food intake is maximised in
environments where food sharing is ubiquitous. As we will now explain, social facilitation of
eating may have evolved as a strategy to ensure that individuals obtain maximum personal
resources while sharing food with other group members.

Until relatively recently, human food sourcing was risky and required considerable
effort. So why share? Why would this cultural practice develop when a food recipient gains
fitness benefits while the donor incurs a cost? Because sharing has been observed across a
variety of nonhuman animals, including primates [70], birds [71] and insects [72], long-term
benefits must outweigh any short-term costs. Food sharing minimises the risk of starvation [73] caused by injury or time spent nurturing children. During times of food scarcity, individual foraging successes might be variable, and so sharing also mitigates this by distributing risk across group members. And on occasions when a large animal was killed, and more meat is available than can be consumed by a single individual, it can be distributed before it spoils. Behavioural ecologists also suggest that alerting others to a food source increases overall foraging efficiency and helps to defend the food from non-clan members [74]. Furthermore, sharing yields wider benefits, by augmenting the overall fitness of the group and by enhancing social bonds [74].

While sharing food confers both group and individual benefits, individual fitness still relies on competition. Repeated selfless sharing incurs cost in terms of lost resource, which negatively impacts relative fitness. It is therefore likely that the amount eaten when eating socially reflects an interplay between the motivation to obtain maximum personal resources, and the motivation to avoid sanctions related to uncooperative behaviour while sharing food. In support of the idea of competition and personal gain, several studies show that when eating with conspecifics, human and nonhuman animals adjust their foraging to obtain maximum personal resource (e.g., [75]), and that this ‘cheating’ occurs, especially during times of food scarcity [76]. In the absence of complex measuring devices (e.g., balance scales) perfect equitable division may be impossible. One conspecific might be a ‘risky cheater’ (they accept the associated risk of ostracism) or a larger portion might even be selected by accident. In response to the prospect of inequity, and to maintain social acceptability, one simple strategy is to engage in ‘vigilant sharing,’ and to eat at least as much as the group member who has consumed the largest meal [77]. An emergent property of such a strategy is that the likelihood of cheating or accidental overconsumption increases with the number of people present at a meal, which might explain why a monotonic relationship is sometimes found between the effects of social facilitation of eating and group number [13]. Proximal mechanisms for social facilitation of eating (for example, enhanced meal enjoyment) would have promoted the act of food sharing and motivated individuals to consume their fair share of a meal. Our evolutionary model highlights the importance of maximising individual fitness by finding a balance between ensuring long-term social cohesion and maximising personal gain (or at least ensuring inequality does not occur). In this respect, it shares remarkable similarity with a broad literature on cooperative behaviour and inequality aversion (i.e. the
tendency to resist an unequal distribution of resources, [78]) in humans and non-human animals.

The abundance of energy-dense foods in the modern environment creates an evolutionary mismatch, and so social facilitation no longer serves an ultimate function. However, proximate mechanisms continue to guide our eating behaviour and may, in some situations, contribute to overeating [79]. Importantly, our evolutionary theory of the social facilitation of eating generates several hypotheses for future research. First, to ensure that we obtain (but do not exceed) our fair share of food, it would have been important to monitor the intake of others in the group. We might therefore predict that social facilitation of eating is mediated by the extent to which individuals monitor the intake of others. Second, because personality traits are known to predict responses to unfair outcomes [80], we might expect the same traits to moderate evidence for social facilitation of eating.

5. Conclusion

It is well-established that both humans and nonhuman animals eat more when eating socially relative to when eating alone. However, there remain several gaps in the scientific understanding of the social facilitation of eating. As we have discussed in this article, it is particularly important for research to establish the longer-term consequences of social eating on overall energy balance, and to examine whether people are aware of the effects of social facilitation on their food intake. Research is also required to clarify the individual and contextual factors that moderate the social facilitation of eating (e.g. gender, weight status), and to identify how social eating drives food intake. Such research has important implications for the development of weight management strategies. Finally, we provide a novel theoretical framework for understanding the ultimate purpose of the social facilitation of eating. In particular, we suggest that the social facilitation of eating evolved as a behavioural strategy which ensures that individuals procure maximum personal resources while sharing food with other group members. Importantly, this evolutionary account of the social facilitation of eating generates several hypotheses for future research.
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